Spondyloarthritis, acute anterior uveitis, and Crohn's disease have both shared and distinct gut microbiota
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Abstract

Spondyloarthritis (SpA) is a group of immune-mediated diseases highly concomitant with non-musculoskeletal inflammatory disorders such as acute anterior uveitis and Crohn's disease. The gut microbiome represents a promising avenue to elucidate their underlying pathophysiology. Using discriminatory statistical methods to disentangle disease signals from one another and potential confounders, we characterized microbial signatures shared and distinct among these diseases for the first time, and established the baseline microbiota of a mixed prospective cohort. We identified a shared immune-mediated disease signal, represented by lower abundances of Lachnospiraceae taxa, most notably Blautia and Ruminococcus gauvreauii group. Patients with SpA were specifically enriched in Collinsella and Lactobacillus co-occurring with increased inflammation, while HLA-B27+ individuals displayed enriched Faecalibacterium. Our results indicate that the shared depletion of short-chain fatty acid producing Lachnospiraceae taxa may stem from different dysbiotic states previously described as enterotypes, which reflect long-term dietary and medication patterns and capture persistent, idiosyncratic variation between individuals.
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Introduction

The human gut microbiome is a largely symbiotic, complex ecosystem of microorganisms residing on the intestinal mucosal surface. Bacterial species, mainly of the Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes phyla, have been much more widely studied than viral or fungal members and are found to confer a wide variety of metabolic and immunological functions upon the host, many of which are beneficial. Despite high variation within and between individuals over time, stable satellite community compositions termed enterotypes have been observed across populations. Enterotypes represent taxonomic and functional bacterial niches that correlate with factors such as medication intake or long-term diet, and in some cases disease and systemic inflammation. A dysbiotic microbiota composition is broadly defined as an imbalance between symbionts and pathobionts which reduces the resistance and resilience of the microbial gut ecosystem. In a persistent dysbiotic state, physiological changes such as epithelial barrier integrity may become compromised and increase intestinal permeability. This “leaky gut” phenomenon is thought to drive the inflammation characteristic of several immune-mediated diseases.

Spondyloarthritis (SpA) refers to one such group of immune-mediated inflammatory diseases with a complex clinical spectrum in genetically-susceptible individuals. An estimated 50-75% of all SpA patients and as many as 90% of radiographic axial SpA patients carry the human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B27 gene, making the association one of the strongest ever reported between an HLA allele and a disease. The clinical SpA features include inflammation of the axial skeleton and extra-musculoskeletal manifestations such as psoriasis, acute anterior uveitis (AAU), and inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD), both Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). Up to 45% of SpA patients present with one or more extra-musculoskeletal manifestations in the course of their disease (around 33% with AAU and up to 15% with IBD), and around 20% of IBD patients and 40% of AAU patients eventually develop SpA. These diseases have a well-documented epidemiological association, but the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms are not yet fully understood despite decades of research. More than 25 years ago it was demonstrated that HLA-B27 transgenic rats, which spontaneously develop IBD and SpA pathologies, did not develop disease in a germ-free environment. Subsequent gastrointestinal colonization with a few commensals, most notably Bacteroides spp., was sufficient to trigger arthritis and colitis, suggesting a causal role of the microbiome in pathogenesis.

Microbial dysbiosis in IBD human cohorts has been extensively characterized in the literature. Patients with CD typically present with lower gut taxonomic diversity than healthy individuals, reliably exhibiting depletions in Clostridiales taxa, such as Ruminococcaceae and Lachnospiraceae, as well as enrichments in taxa such as Lactobacillus, Enterococcus, Escherichia and Shigella. CD cohorts have also reported a reproducible decrease in Faecalibacterium, a Clostridiales genus with only one known species, F. prausnitzii. The controlled absence of this bacterium promoted a higher risk of postoperative ileal flare in patients with CD, thereby demonstrating a specific anti-inflammatory effect. Other taxonomic shifts observed in CD patients include enrichments of specific strains of adherent-invasive bacteria, such as Escherichia coli, which may replicate within macrophages and promote a pro-inflammatory environment. Such adherent-invasive bacteria have also been found in the gut of SpA patients displaying comparable dysbiosis to CD and are associated with the alteration of the intestinal mucosal barrier. In parallel,
recent work in experimental autoimmune uveitis mice models has demonstrated that leukocyte trafficking between gut and eye and increased gut permeability precede the ocular inflammation in AAU\textsuperscript{26–28}.

Despite the high co-occurrence of these diseases, most human microbiome studies have focused on bacterial alterations in SpA, CD, and AAU individually without exploring their concomitance. Cross-disease comparisons and meta-analyses have revealed that disease associations primarily manifest as depletions of health-associated commensals or enrichments of potentially pathogenic taxa, and that nearly half of associations observed across diverse pathologies may not be specific, but rather part of a shared, more general signal\textsuperscript{29,30}. Furthermore, it is increasingly clear that medication regimens exert a profound impact on microbiome composition\textsuperscript{20,31–34}, and studies that fail to evaluate treatment and disease concomitance are very likely to suffer from confounding and spurious associations. In our study, we aimed to characterize a robust shared microbiota among SpA, AAU, and CD for the first time in a large human cohort, and to further resolve the relevant phenotypic and covariate associations therein.

**Results**

**Large, concomitant disease cohorts are required to overcome heterogeneous clinical presentation of SpA, AAU, and CD**

We performed 16S rRNA sequencing on the stool samples of 304 patients (79 CD, 112 AAU, and 113 axSpA patients) included in the German Spondyloarthritis Inception Cohort (GESPIC), and compared them with 63 controls without any inflammatory disorder. Demographic and clinical characteristics are detailed in Table 1. More than half of the AAU cohort and one fifth of the CD cohort presented with predominantly axial SpA, with just three cases each from the CD and AAU cohorts diagnosed as exclusively peripheral SpA. A large majority of AAU and axSpA cohort patients carried HLA-B27 while less than 10% of individuals in the CD and control groups did (Extended Data Fig. 1 and Table 1). Over 85% of the patients were naïve to biologic disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (bDMARDs or biologics). Regarding disease activity, CD patients had an Harvey-Bradshaw Index (HBI) of 3.3±3.8, axSpA patients had an Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score (ASDAS) of 3.5±0.8, and 52 patients (46.4%) from the AAU cohort had active uveitis at enrollment.
Table 1: Clinical baseline characteristics for each cohort (CD, axSpA and AAU) and controls. Calculated p-values represent Kruskal-Wallis test or Chi-square test as appropriate for significant difference between any two cohorts. For the cohort columns, * in superscript indicates p<0.05 vs. AAU, # indicates p<0.05 vs. axSpA, and § indicates p<0.05 vs. CD (Mann-Whitney U test). Subscript letters in cohort columns (a, b and c for CD, AAU, and axSpA, respectively) denote column proportions which do not differ significantly from each other at the 0.05 level (z-tests for independent proportions using Bonferroni correction).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>AAU</th>
<th>axSpA</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, mean ± SD</td>
<td>37.1 ± 12.3*</td>
<td>42.9 ± 13.1</td>
<td>37.1 ± 10.6*</td>
<td>38.2 ± 10.4*</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex, n (% )</td>
<td>37 (46.8%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>52 (46.4%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>73 (64.6%)&lt;sub&gt;h&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>26 (41.3%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-B27 positive, n (%)</td>
<td>7 (8.9%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>87 (77.7%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>98 (86.7%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>5 (7.9%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI in kg/m², mean ± SD</td>
<td>24.4 ± 4.5</td>
<td>25.1 ± 5.9</td>
<td>25.1 ± 4.3</td>
<td>26.2 ± 5.7</td>
<td>0.220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status: ever smoker, n (%)</td>
<td>45 (57.0%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>55 (49.1%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>60 (53.1%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>22 (34.9%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status: current smoker, n (%)</td>
<td>26 (32.9%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>23 (20.5%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>42 (37.2%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>11 (17.5%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status: current smoker, n (%)</td>
<td>3.6 ± 6.1*</td>
<td>2.0 ± 3.5*</td>
<td>2.3 ± 4.5*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpA, n (%)</td>
<td>16 (20.3%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>59 (52.7%)&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>113 (100%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uveitis ever, n (%)</td>
<td>11 (13.9%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>112 (100%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>26 (23.0%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriasis ever, n (%)</td>
<td>5 (6.3%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>11 (9.8%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>17 (15.0%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory bowel diseases ever, n (%)</td>
<td>79 (100%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>4 (3.6%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>9 (8.0%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP mg/l, mean ± SD</td>
<td>10.1 ± 25.7*</td>
<td>4.4 ± 7.3</td>
<td>13.8 ± 18.2*</td>
<td>1.2 ± 1.8&lt;sup&gt;**&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current NSAID treatment, n (%)</td>
<td>19 (24.1%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>39 (34.8)</td>
<td>109 (96.5%)&lt;sub&gt;h&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>44 (69.8%)&lt;sub&gt;h&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current corticosteroid treatment, n (%)</td>
<td>29 (36.7%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>19 (17.0%)</td>
<td>7 (6.2%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current csDMARD treatment, n (%)</td>
<td>35 (44.3%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>6 (5.4%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>4 (3.5%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current bDMARD treatment, n (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 (3.6)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive to bDMARD treatment, n (%)</td>
<td>76 (96.2%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>102 (91.1%)&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>88 (77.9%)&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enterotypes capture variation in alpha and beta diversity of gut microbiota
To investigate the microbiota composition of our cohorts and phenotypes of interest, we first calculated the Shannon entropy as a measure of taxonomic (alpha) diversity and performed a multivariate principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) on genus abundances (beta diversity, see Methods). Neither cohort nor phenotype was observed as a strong factor associating with microbiota composition in either analysis, though the patient's enterotype described a large amount of between-sample variation (Fig. 1a-b). Using Dirichlet multinomial mixtures<sup>35</sup>, our samples clustered into groups of either Bacteroides-dominant or Prevotella-dominant individuals. Though patients with CD and CD with concomitant SpA were the only groups to differ significantly from controls in their taxonomic diversity (MWU p<0.1 and p<0.05, respectively), the Prevotella enterotype group exhibited the lowest microbial diversity on average, yet comprised relatively few CD+ individuals (Fig. 1c-e). The Bacteroides-dominant individuals further separated into high- and low-Faecalibacterium groups (Bacteroides 1 and Bacteroides 2, respectively) in line with previous reports, despite our use of relative rather than quantitative profiling<sup>3–5,36</sup>. No distinct Ruminococcus cluster was found, though the Bacteroides 1 enterotype had the highest relative abundances of this taxon (Extended Data Fig. 2d).
Figure 1: Enterotype effects predominate over cohort and disease phenotype effects in alpha and beta diversity analyses

a) PCoA of beta diversity calculated on pairwise Bray-Curtis dissimilarities. b) Dirichlet multinomial mixture modeling revealed a Prevotella-dominant and two Bacteroides-dominant clusters, where Bacteroides 1 is richer in Faecalibacterium than Bacteroides 2 (SFig. 1d) c) The Prevotella enterotype was characterized by low taxonomic diversity as measured by Shannon entropy. d) Alpha diversity was significantly lower in the CD cohort than in controls. e) Representation of immune-mediated phenotypes by enterotype. Taxonomic diversity was highest in the Bacteroides 1 enterotype, and relatively few CD+ patients belonged to the Prevotella enterotype. Square points in a-c indicate means of the specified groups of samples, and pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests were used in d-e.

AAU, acute anterior uveitis; CD, Crohn’s disease; (ax)SpA, (axial) spondyloarthritis

Immune-mediated inflammatory diseases share a depletion of health-associated commensals

At the phylum level our disease cohorts were dominated by Firmicutes (median relative abundance 47%, 49.2% and 52.5% for CD, SpA, and AAU, respectively) followed by Bacteroidetes and Actinobacteria, except for the CD cohort which had a higher median of Proteobacteria than Actinobacteria (Extended Data Fig. 2b). Compared with controls, patients from the immune-mediated disease cohorts contained higher abundances of potential pathogen-harboring Proteobacteria and Fusobacteria phyla and lower abundances of Firmicutes and Actinobacteria on average.

To uncover taxa potentially mediating the concomitant pathology of these diseases in our cohorts, we performed a differential abundance analysis using a comprehensive modeling procedure that also allowed us to disentangle covariate effects (see Methods). We combined our cohorts into a single immune-mediated disease group (GESPIC) and compared them to the controls in order to discern taxa whose differential abundance was not specific to a single disease phenotype but rather emerged from the disease group as a whole.
Several depletions in Firmicutes from the Lachnospiraceae family including *Blautia*, *Ruminococcus gauvreauii*, Family XII AD3011, and *Marvinbryantia*, as well as *Bifidobacterium* were robustly associated with the immune-mediated disease group as a whole rather than any single phenotype (Fig. 2a). Lachnospiraceae is an extremely diverse family of microbes highly abundant in the healthy gut microbiome and among the main short-chain fatty acid (SCFA) producers in the gut. A loss of these beneficial commensals is thus likely to co-occur with a loss of SCFA (predominantly propionate, acetate, and butyrate) known to be an energy source in the host intestine and essential for colonic health. Immune-mediated patients also displayed higher abundances of *Veillonella* and *Lactobacillus*, which were positively correlated with increased inflammation as measured by C-reactive protein (CRP) and use of antibiotics within a month of sampling.

**Individual disease phenotypes, inflammatory markers, and medication regimens are associated with specific gut microbial taxa**

In addition to characterizing a shared disease signal, our statistical analysis allowed us to examine taxonomic abundances related to individual phenotypes and covariates of interest. As an inflammatory pathology localized in the gut itself, the CD+ phenotype exhibited the strongest dysbiosis and appeared to drive many of the shared associations, including further depletions in Ruminococcaceae and Lachnospiraceae taxa such as *Roseburia*, *Fusicatenibacter*, and the FCS020 group, all of which negatively correlated with higher inflammation. CD+ patient microbiota were also characterized by a robust enrichment of *Lachnoclostridium* and the *Clostridium innocuum* group, as well as *Enterococcus*, *Fusobacterium* and *Escherichia-Shigella*. With the exception of *Enterococcus*, abundances of these taxa were also naïvely associated with prior csDMARD treatment, which was most prevalent in the CD cohort (62%). Finally, higher *Fusobacterium* and *Escherichia-Shigella* abundances positively correlated with higher CRP.

We observed fewer differentially abundant taxa and smaller effect sizes in SpA+ and AAU+ patients when compared to their phenotypic absence. The SpA+ individuals exhibited a robust depletion of *Cupriavidus*, as well as an enrichment of *Collinsella* and *Lactobacillus*, likely driving the enrichment of these taxa also observed in the shared immune-mediated phenotype. *Lactobacillus* was also strongly positively correlated with higher CRP levels and the only taxon characterizing the shared signal whose enrichment appeared to be totally unrelated to enterotype-related composition (Fig. 2a). The AAU+ phenotype showed a much less pronounced depletion of Lachnospiraceae taxa and a unique enrichment of *Methanobrevibacter* and Ruminococcaceae UCG-010. An enrichment of *Coprococcus* was also observed in AAU+ patients and shared with the HLA-B27+ phenotype, except for those AAU+ patients receiving antibiotic therapy where *Coprococcus* was strongly depleted. HLA-B27+ individuals were also strongly enriched in the Lachnospiraceae NK4A136 group, *Subdoligranulum*, Ruminococcaceae UCG-009, and *Faecalibacterium*, among others (Fig. 2a).
**Figure 2:** Specific signatures in the gut microbiota of immune-mediated disease patients reflect presence of concomitant phenotypes, inflammation, and enterotype composition

**a)** Key genus-level taxonomic shifts bearing robust significance to one or more phenotypes included in the leftmost panel (n=146 total genera tested after filtering, n=50 depicted). Prevalences across all 304 patients (excluding controls) shown at right. White stars denote nominal significance, i.e. from naïve association tests not considering other covariates, which our iterative nested model testing later found to explain less variation in a given taxon's abundance than another covariate in the set (see Methods). If a naïve association retained significant explanatory power across all possible models, it is shown in black and may be considered robust. Naïve effect sizes (either Spearman correlations or Cliff’s Delta) are depicted in the heatmap. Several taxa emerge from the shared disease cohort (GESPIC) and positively correlate with inflammation, while others co-associate with individual phenotypes and/or enterotypes. Though included as covariates in our analysis for robustness purposes, enterotypes are colored differently to reflect that their relationship to shifts in microbiome composition is fundamentally different than that of the other variables tested (i.e. they are summary representations rather than possible causal drivers, though may reflect the latter indirectly).

**b)** Functional module shifts bearing robust significance to the shared phenotype or involved with SCFA and tryptophan metabolism. Module redundancy is defined as the number of genera encoding a gut metabolic module in each sample, 10-90% quantiles across all samples shown in boxplots.

---

**Potential role of host-microbiome metabolism in immune-mediated pathologies**

To allow further insight into functional metabolic alterations that might underlie taxonomic depletions observed in the immune-mediated disease group, we inferred KEGG Ortholog.
(KO) abundances from our amplicon data and binned them into metabolic modules, which comprise key cellular enzymatic processes from manually curated reference databases (see Methods). Applying the same discriminatory differential abundance methods revealed a possible disruption in the ability of the disease group as a whole to metabolize various carbohydrates and simple sugars when compared to controls, as well as increased mucin- and urea-degrading potential. Lower microbial tryptophan biosynthesis was also predicted in our immune-mediated group, especially in SpA+ and Prevotella-enterotype individuals (Fig. 2b).

Figure 3: Targeted serum metabolomics of SCFAs and tryptophan metabolites

a) Concentrations of circulating SCFAs, which were elevated in the serum of our immune-mediated disease group compared to controls, mostly due to SpA+ individuals.

b) Spearman correlations between relative abundances of taxa significantly related to immune-mediated disease status (low Fusicatenibacter and high Veillonella) and circulating metabolites.

c) Spearman correlations between systemic inflammation (CRP) and immunologically-relevant metabolites or metrics, with CRP values > 5 mg/L (dashed line) implicating active disease. The kynurenine to tryptophan ratio (Kyn:Trp) positively correlated with inflammation.
Gut inflammation and dysbiosis appear to be tightly correlated with the local balance between Tregs and pro-inflammatory Th17 cells, two functionally-opposing cell types that both express the aryl-hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) to integrate environmental stimuli, largely from microbially-produced AhR ligands, especially tryptophan metabolites. To evaluate the validity of our functional predictions and better assess tryptophan metabolism, which was only sparsely profiled by our gut modules, we performed a small, targeted pilot study to quantify these metabolites as well as circulating SCFAs in twelve serum samples from each cohort. To optimize quality control in the event of continued experiments, we opted for serum rather than fecal measurements (see Methods).

Unfortunately, there was little correlation between the predicted functional module abundances and measured metabolite levels (Extended Data Fig. 3), possibly owing to imprecision in the taxonomy-to-function predictions, disagreement between fecal and serum metabolite levels, unmeasured confounders (e.g. diet), or low statistical power. Still, we observed higher circulating levels of butyric and acetic acids in our immune-mediated group (Fig. 3a). This was unexpected but internally consistent with our finding that higher acetic acid levels negatively correlated with relative abundances of *Fusicatenibacter*, one of the taxa most strongly depleted in these patients (Fig. 3b), and a previous study which found circulating SCFAs to be positively correlated with increased gut permeability and dysbiosis in diabetics, who had higher serum SCFAs than controls. We also found *Veillonella* abundances, which were elevated in our cohorts, to be negatively correlated with circulating tryptophan, which had a weakly negative correlation with CRP. The serum kynurenine-to-tryptophan ratio, proposed as a metric of immune activation, was positively correlated with CRP (Fig. 3c), in line with a previous study which found anti-TNF-α therapy to be effective at reducing both clinical markers in SpA.

Discussion

CD, AAU and SpA are interrelated diseases with an established epidemiology, yet the reasons underlying their concomitance remain unclear from a pathophysiological perspective. To characterize both a shared and disease-specific gut microbiota among these immune-mediated inflammatory diseases, we assembled a large, heterogeneous cohort and performed differential abundance analysis while accounting for a large range of demographic and clinical covariates, as well as disease concomitance for the first time. Our results showed a shared depletion of predominately Lachnospiraceae taxa, most notably *Blautia*, co-occurring with increased inflammation and potential for dysregulated microbial carbohydrate metabolism in the gut. SpA+ individuals presented a robust enrichment of *Collinsella* and *Lactobacillus*, and patients with non-CD immune-mediated phenotypes displayed enriched *Faecalibacterium*.

Although it has been a subject of debate in the past, methodological advances and recent clinical literature suggest that enterotypes capture and summarize variation in microbiome composition relevant in the study of diverse chronic disease pathologies. Vandeputte *et al.* and Vieira-Silva *et al.* previously identified a *Bacteroides*-dominant, low-*Faecalibacterium* enterotype (*Bacteroides* 2) associated with inflammation (as measured by CRP and fecal calprotectin) as well as low microbial cell density in the stool. Although we could not quantitatively profile our samples in the same manner, thus making our results less comparable and more susceptible to compositional effects, we employed the same
enterotyping procedure and found our own Bacteroides clusters to also be enriched in CD+ patients.

When we looked at each taxon independently, we found several differentially abundant taxa associated with the shared disease phenotype and several which were associated with a specific phenotype, many in conjunction with increased inflammation. The characteristic CD+ enrichments in pathogen-harboring genera such as Fusobacterium and Enterococcus were observed at a higher incidence in Bacteroides 2 individuals, who also displayed higher CRP and fecal calprotectin (Extended Data Fig. 4). Our data therefore sustain the hypothesis that the Bacteroides 2 enterotype may mediate certain dysbiotic and eventually disease states; however, we also identified a Prevotella enterotype among our cohorts comprising individuals displaying a different dysbiosis. Prevotella-enterotype individuals had the lowest taxonomic diversity on average, yet they had higher abundances of taxa positively correlated with SpA+ disease activity (Dialister, similar to previous findings, and Holdemanella) and systemic inflammation (Alloprevotella). Functionally, the taxa characterizing the Prevotella enterotype possessed significant metagenomic potential for decreased degradation of simple sugars such as sucrose and fucose, as well as fructan (a polysaccharide), and increased potential for succinate production, which SpA+ patients also demonstrated (Fig. 2b).

Succinate is an intermediate in microbial propionate production, and its accumulation is a well-known response to hypoxia. On one hand, maintenance of epithelial hypoxia has been proposed as a mechanism employed by the host immune system to influence the gut microbiota by way of favoring colonization by obligate anaerobic bacteria, which ultimately produce SCFAs; however, disrupted colonocyte metabolism causes increased epithelial oxygenation leading to succession by facultative anaerobes, including enteric pathogens. On the other hand, severe epithelial hypoxia is observed in chronic gut inflammation pathologies such as CD. In the same way previous studies have correlated high fat and protein diets with Bacteroides-dominant microbiota, and posited this enterotype as a risk factor for certain inflammatory metabolic pathologies such as CD, our findings suggest that dysregulated SCFA and carbohydrate metabolism likely to occur in Prevotella-dominant microbiota may be a risk factor for developing other inflammatory pathologies such as SpA, likely through similar interactions with the host immune system at the epithelial surface. Previous use of csDMARDs was robustly associated with increased potential for propionate production in our cohorts, suggesting the microbiome may mediate some of their therapeutic effects by alleviation of hypoxia-induced changes in composition, which re-establishes colonization conditions for SCFA-producing taxa. This is supported by our finding that previous csDMARD treatment was positively correlated with abundances of the obligate anaerobe Lachnoclostridium, whose main metabolic end product is acetate.

The largest taxonomic difference between our immune-mediated cohorts and controls was Blautia, also an anaerobic member of the Lachnospiraceae family inside the Clostridia class. It was nominally depleted in all of our phenotypes except for CD+, as well as in HLA-B27+ individuals. Blautia has been found in other studies to be depleted in inflammatory diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, IBD and SpA, and possesses genetic potential to produce bacteriocins and other secondary metabolites that inhibit pathogenic bacteria, such as vancomycin-resistant enterococci. In a cohort of over a thousand middle-aged women, a depletion of Blautia was found to correlate most strongly with lower levels of indole-propionic...
acid (IPA)\textsuperscript{58}, a byproduct of tryptophan metabolism shown to downregulate tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-\(\alpha\) expression in enterocytes and upregulate junctional protein-coding mRNA in mice\textsuperscript{59}. Unfortunately, we were unable to quantify IPA in our targeted metabolomics analysis. Along with other Clostridia taxa, higher abundances of \textit{Blautia} in the gut may also have the potential to alleviate inflammation by inducing the production of immunosuppressive regulatory T cells (Tregs)\textsuperscript{59}.

We found that SpA+ patients exhibited higher abundances of \textit{Collinsella} than controls, similar to the results obtained by Chen \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{61}. Other researchers showed that an enrichment of \textit{Collinsella} reduces the expression of enterocyte tight junction proteins \textit{in vitro}, thereby potentially contributing to gut leakage \textit{in vivo}, and also increases the production of pro-inflammatory IL-17A and transcription factor NFkB\textsuperscript{162}. In healthy individuals, IL-17A, together with other subtypes of IL-17, protects the host against bacteria and fungal infection at the epithelial and mucosal barriers\textsuperscript{63}. In SpA, an excessive activation of IL-17A contributes to chronic inflammation, as it drives an expansion of Th17 cells, which further perpetuate the production of IL-17A\textsuperscript{64}. Similarly, colitis is associated with hyperproduction of Th17 cells, partly resulting from dysregulated NF\kappa-B activation responsible for regulating inflammatory T cell differentiation\textsuperscript{65}. Our results are also consistent with lower \textit{Faecalibacterium} abundances typically observed in CD+ cohorts\textsuperscript{21}, but the extremely strong association between this taxon and HLA-B27 suggests there is more to be uncovered about the immunomodulatory properties of certain taxa in the context of spondyloarthritides-related pathologies, especially at the molecular level. For example, previous CD-focused work isolated a 15kDA microbial anti-inflammatory molecule from \textit{F. prausnitzii} and demonstrated its ability to inhibit NF\kappa-B signaling \textit{in vitro} and to alleviate colitis in mice\textsuperscript{66}. Our immune-mediated cohort as a whole, and especially our SpA+ individuals, displayed higher abundances of \textit{Lactobacillus}, a purported probiotic, reflecting the complexity of host-microbiome interactions which require further characterization.

Future work which aims to elucidate the underpinnings of the microbiome in the pathophysiology of immune-mediated diseases should benefit from the present study. Using publicly-available tools and comprehensive phenotyping, our analysis allowed us to discriminate a shared microbiome signature from disease-specific associations. We performed amplicon sequencing of our cohorts, which afforded statistical power lacking in many other clinical metagenomic studies, but our insights into microbiome function were limited. Our metabolomic pilot study suggests that future work would benefit from whole genome sequencing and possibly fecal metabolite quantification to better disentangle host and microbial metabolic contributions. Although here we present only the baseline characterization of our immune-mediated cohorts, the prospective nature of our study included extensive rheumatological assessment and follow-ups in all cohorts, as well as detailed treatment and dietary information in the case of the axSpA and CD cohorts. Prospective longitudinal cohorts such as ours, paired with deep phenotyping and robust statistical methods, are crucial to identify disease-specific microbial biomarkers which are not confounded by disease concomitance or clinical factors and stay consistently enriched or depleted over time. Well-designed association studies are thus an important first step toward generating new hypotheses into host-microbiome inflammatory mechanisms, identifying microbial features which can be clinically useful as predictors for a flare, and eventually contributing to the development of new treatment or intervention targets.
Methods

Study Design and Patient Inclusion Criteria
GESPIC is an ongoing prospective cohort initiated to study the course and long-term outcomes of SpA across its whole spectrum of clinical presentation. Since September 2015, patients have been recruited in three different arms depending on their main condition:
1) established radiographic axSpA cohort: patients were required to fulfill the modified New York criteria and to be eligible to start a bDMARD therapy, by presenting high disease activity (BASDAI ≥ 4 and/or ASDAS ≥ 2.1) despite previous treatment with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs;
2) Crohn’s disease cohort: patients were classified according to the Montreal classification including location and behavior of CD. Gastroenterologists included recently diagnosed CD patients independent of whether they presented musculoskeletal symptoms at the time of enrollment;
3) acute anterior uveitis cohort: patients with non-infectious AAU diagnosed by an ophthalmologist were included regardless of musculoskeletal symptoms.

All patients enrolled were at least 18 years of age. Patients included in the SpA and CD cohorts were naïve to or did not receive treatment with bDMARDs for at least three months before the enrollment in the study. There were no other restrictions concerning therapy. All patients received follow-up visits every six months for the first two years at the rheumatology department at the Charité-Universitätsmedizin Berlin, afterwards yearly. They received a structured assessment of SpA manifestations, including magnetic resonance imaging of the sacroiliac joints at baseline. An experienced rheumatologist was responsible for the final diagnosis of SpA / no SpA for patients included in the CD and AAU cohorts.

Control individuals were selected from the Optiref study, which consisted of patients with chronic back pain who went through a standardized rheumatologic examination where the diagnosis of SpA was ruled out. Individuals with CD, AAU or psoriasis were excluded from the control group.

Clinical and biological samples were collected every six months (serum, PBMCs) alongside patient metadata (demographic information and clinical characteristics). Stool samples were collected from all patients at baseline then once per year. In this study we analyzed only the baseline timepoint. Six patients in total received antibiotics within a month of the baseline visit, eight underwent gut preparation for colonoscopy between 16-30 days before the baseline visit, and four patients from the AAU cohort were receiving TNF inhibitors at the baseline visit.

Sample Collection and DNA Extraction
Patients received the stool collection tube (stool collection tube with DNA Stabilizer from Strattec -PSP® Spin Stool DNA Plus Kit / PSP® Spin Stool DNA Basic Kit) on site at the baseline visit and had up to 2 weeks to collect and return the samples. Once the samples arrived at our lab, they were stored at -80°C until DNA extraction.
16S rRNA Sequencing

After storage at -80°C, fecal samples were defrosted on ice. Aliquots of fecal material (1ml) resuspended in RNALater were centrifuged and washed once with water to remove excess fixative and salt. Then, DNA was isolated using the ZymoBIOMICS DNA Miniprep Kit (Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Bead Beating was performed four times for 5 minutes each. Amplification of the V4 region (F515/R806) of the 16S rRNA gene was performed according to previously described protocols. Briefly, 25 ng of DNA were used per PCR reaction (30 µl). The PCR amplification was performed using Q5 polymerase (NEB Biolabs). The PCR conditions consisted of initial denaturation for 30s at 98°C, followed by 25 cycles (10s at 98°C, 20s at 55°C, and 20s at 72°C). Each sample was amplified in triplicates and subsequently pooled. After normalization PCR amplicons were sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq platform (PE300).

Reads retrieved from 16S amplicon sequencing were analyzed using the LotuS pipeline (v1.62). The pipeline included sequence quality filtering, read merging, adapter and primer removal, chimera removal, clustering, and taxonomic classification based on the SILVA (v138), Greengenes (v13.5), and HiTD (v1.0.0) databases.

Enterotyping

Samples were enterotyped using the DirichletMultinomial (v1.32.0) R package according to the procedure from Holmes, Harris, and Quince. The number of Dirichlet components was determined from the lowest Bayesian information criterion (BIC) on model fits ranging from 1-6 clusters. Final cluster nomenclature was based on output from the heatmapdmn function and on similarity of the resulting relative abundance profiles to those found in Vieira-Silva et al. (Extended Data Fig. 2d).

Functional Annotation

Metagenome functional content was inferred from the raw amplicon sequences and processed taxonomic abundances using the PICRUSt2 method (v2.3.0-b). Inferred KO counts were manually binned into KEGG Modules retaining taxonomic contributions per sample such that functional redundancy (number of genus-level metagenomes inferred to encode each module) could be calculated. To better cover SCFA-metabolism pathways of interest, KO counts were additionally binned into gut metabolic modules (GMMs) using the Java implementation of the Omixer-RPM reference mapper software, again retaining taxonomic contribution per sample for functional redundancy calculations.

Statistical Analysis

All analyses were carried out in the R statistical programming environment (v4.0.3) using the drake workflow manager (v7.13.1) and renv package manager (v0.13.0). Raw counts were rarefied to 5000 reads and filtered to exclude OTUs not present in more than 3% of samples. The phyloseq package (v1.34.0) was used to bin OTUs at the genus and phylum levels (tax_glom function) and calculate the Shannon entropies, while the vegan (v2.5.7) and stats packages (vegdist and cmdscale functions) were used for beta diversity analysis. All figures were generated using ggplot2 (v3.3.3) and patchwork (v1.1.1) before formatting vector files to journal specifications using Affinity Designer (v1.10).
Statistical testing was performed using the `metadeconfoundR` package (v0.1.9) as described in Forslund et al.\(^3\) and briefly described here. Cliff's delta and the Spearman correlation were used to calculate standardized effect sizes between microbial abundances and binary or continuous covariates, respectively, before FDR correction for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg method. One at a time, microbial feature abundances were rank-transformed and regressed onto a phenotypic group label (shared immune-mediated or single disease) both 1) with and 2) without a covariate, followed by a likelihood ratio test between models 1 and 2 to determine the influence of the covariate beyond that of a disease signal and vice versa, such that potentially confounded associations could be discerned. This was repeated across all available covariates and integrated to give a single robustness status (see Fig. 3). Binary phenotype labels were treated as covariates in order to disentangle their effects from the shared signal.

**Metabolic Sample Selection and Statistical Analysis**

We opted to quantify serum samples because fecal samples are difficult to sample consistently and reflect what is being expelled from the gut, not what the body has access to. In addition, there are standard reference materials (SRMs) that can be used for consistent quality management across batches and studies of serum. A subset of 48 serum samples were selected for tryptophan and SCFA metabolite analysis based on random subsampling within cohorts (n=12 from each of the disease groups plus controls) and using a seed for reproducibility. Relevant constraints were used for each cohort to ensure proportions of key variables observed in the larger dataset were maintained (i.e. HLA-B27 expression, disease activity, and enterotype).

Two quantitative UPLC-MS/MS analyses were carried out independently using dedicated methods that were validated following European Medicines Agency (EMA) guidelines\(^7\). For each, metabolite extraction was performed followed by injection on a UPLC system 1290 Infinity II (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) coupled to a TSQ Quantiva (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). For these analyses, commercial standards were spiked and then serially diluted into charcoal single stripped serum (Innovative Research, Novi, MI, USA) to create a calibration curve for quantification, along with solvent blanks and processed blanks. For quality management, Quality Control (QC) samples consisting of pooled samples and charcoal stripped serum samples spiked with a mix of commercial standards at known concentrations (QC standards) were also regularly injected for each batch. The analysis of SCFA and ketone bodies (n = 11 metabolites in total) followed a previously published method\(^7\). In a glass vial, 40 µL of sample was incubated for 45 min at 40°C with 20 µL of 200 mM 3-Nitrophenylhydrazine hydrochloride, 20 µL of 120 mM N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride with 6 % pyridine, and 10 µL of Acetonitrile:Water (50:50) (v/v) containing stable isotope labeled internal standards (ISTDs) at 50 µM. This was followed by the addition of 410 µL of ACN:H\(_2\)O (10:90) (v/v) and centrifugation at 5,500 x \(g\) for 20 min at 20° C. The supernatants were then transferred to HPLC vials with inserts for UPLC-MS/MS analysis. Liquid chromatography used a RP C18 column ACQUITY BEH 1.7 µm 2.1x100mm (Waters Corp, Milford, MA, USA) at 40 °C for separation, with H\(_2\)O + 0.1 % (v/v) formic acid (FA) and
ACN + 0.1 % (v/v) FA as Phase A and Phase B, respectively. A 0.35 mL min⁻¹ flow was maintained and the following gradient was used: 5 % B for 5 min, 5-55 % B in 12 min, 100 % B for 1 min, and 2 min 5 % B. Details of the Q1/Q3 transitions that were monitored can be found in Garcia-Rivera et al.⁷⁶ Injection volume was 5 µL.

The analysis of tryptophan metabolites was carried out according to an in-house developed protocol (Brüning et al, in final preparation).

Briefly, in an Eppendorf tube, 50µL of matrix was extracted with 100 µL Methanol:Water (90:10) (v/v) with 0.2% FA and 0.02% ascorbic acid containing ISTDs at 0.15 µg/mL. After one-hour incubation at -20°C to allow protein precipitation, the samples were then centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 10 minutes at 10°C. Supernatant was then transferred to HPLC vial inserts for UPLC-MS/MS analysis.

A C18 reverse phase column (Waters XSelect Premier HSS T3 Column, 100Å, 2.5 µm, 2.1 X 150 mm) was used at 15°C with the H₂O + 0.2 % (v/v) FA (Phase A) and Methanol + 0.2 % (v/v) FA (Phase B). The following elution gradient was carried out at 0.4 mL min⁻¹: 3% B for 0.45 min, 30% B at 1.2 min, 60% B at 2.7-3.75 min, 95% B at 4.5-6.6 min, 3% B at 6.75-10 min. 5µl were injected per sample.

For both methods, data were then processed with Skyline where metabolite peaks were manually identified and integrated. Area under the curve (AUC) results were exported and processed using the dedicated in-house R package MetaProc (paper in preparation). Each analyte was normalized to its respective internal standard, followed by drift correction using the notame package⁷⁷, background correction for charcoal stripped serum samples and concentration calculation based on the calibration curve.

Precision (RSD <15%) and accuracy (-/+ 15% theoretical concentration) were checked using the QC pools and QC standards. Then, for each measured sample, different statuses were automatically assigned according to calculated Limit of Detection (LOD), Lower and Upper Limits of Quantification (LLOQ, ULOQ, respectively). When calibration curve fit (R²>98%), precision and accuracy did not match previously defined thresholds and/or when signal was lower than LOD in all samples, the analyte was not further considered.

For subsequent statistical analysis, concentration results were used only when the analyte could be quantified between LLOQ and ULOQ. When the analyte signal was detected between LOD and LLOQ for most samples, only normalized data was retained for relative comparisons. To reveal correlations with host phenotypes and microbial taxa of interest, Wilcoxon or Spearman tests were performed with valid concentration measurements while blocking for relevant covariates using the coin package in R (v1.4-1). Significant associations (FDR<0.05) between metabolites and the shared phenotype were independent of HLA-B27 status and each of the dichotomous phenotype labels (CD, AAU, SpA).
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